
CITY OVAL SHOWER COLUMN WITH THERMOSTATIC
FAUCET CHROME
COLLECTION CITY, CITY FITTINGS

PRODUCT CODE: S951-340

Product description

The CITY fittings collection is a proposal for those seeking fashionable design and functional solutions. The CITY OVAL shower
column is covered with the Cersanit Super Shine coating that guarantees high surface quality even after many years of use. The
shower column includes a high-performance SafeTouch thermostatic shower faucet with body cooling and a rain shower/shower
head spray switch as well as a galvanized water control knob. It also has a function of precise temperature setting which, combined
with the SafeTouch system, ensures high comfort and safety of use. The minimalist SLIM rain shower with a thickness of 0.2 cm
and a diameter of 25 cm is made of durable stainless steel. Both the three-function ABS shower head with a diameter of 10 cm
and the rain shower have the EasyCLEAN silicone finish to the nozzle. The set also includes a WRAS-certified PVC shower hose
with a length of 150 cm. The product comes with a 3-year warranty on the thermostatic faucet and a 2-year warranty on the other
components.

Technical data

Acoustic group Ii
Assembly method Wall
Battery type Mechanical
Body height 90-123 cm
Colour Chrome
Diameter of the handset 100
Finished Silicone - cersanit easy clean
Flow class S/s
Functions of the handset Rain, massage, rain & massage
Handle Single handle
Material of the hose Pvc
Mechanism Thermostat with safe touch technology
The length of the hose 1500

Type of chroming Cersanit super shine -thickness of the nickel 8-12μm and chrome 0.25-0.3 μm applied on
a faucet cersanit, guarantees high quality even after several years

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/city_2,3.html
http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/city_armatura,135.html


Type of handle Slide bar
Type of head Thermostatic
Value for the acoustic group From 20 to 30 db
Warranty 3 years for thermostatic faucet, 2 years for shower column elements


